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critical thinking 247, 316
in curriculum 247
definitions 240–1
‘education’ is self-evident; we don’t need
philosophy to explain it (myth) 239,
248–54
history 241–2
importance of 242
mass education and 239–59, 260–80,
281–97
philosophy has no place in the 21stcentury curriculum (myth) 239,
243–8
psychology and 109–10
studying, reasons for 244–7, 316
teaching, reasons for 247–8
philosophy of education 241
approaches 242–3, 248–54
components of 255–6
education changes and 316–17
ethics and epistemology influencing
258–9
importance of 242
of instruction 256–7
personal, developing 243, 246–7
personality of teachers in 256
politics of 257–8
teachers don’t need a ‘personal
philosophy of education’ (myth)
239–40, 255–8
phonics 163
physical education 37, 100
Plato 181, 200, 249
polemic 206
politics
globalisation and 221
of personal philosophy of teaching
257–8
politicising the environment
229–31
of race 59, 60
polygenesis 58
popular culture 176–93
classroom approaches 191–3
decoding and 192
education and 176–93
folk culture and 182
high culture binary with 179, 183,
184–5
literary worth and 190–1
as mass culture 183–4
‘neutral’ 192
origins and parameters 182
popular culture has no place in the
classroom (myth) 176, 189–93
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popular culture is rubbish—in terms of
taste, it’s awful; as an object of study,
it’s irrelevant (myth) 176, 180–5
postmodernism and 184–5
as resistance 184
school and 180
social decoding and 192
as a teaching tool 191–2
theories of 182–5
youth culture and 184, 188
population, notion of 80, 82–4
post-industrialisation 215
postcolonialism
Britishness 283, 289
colonial reversal in 290
definition 283
education and 294–7
given we haven’t been a colony for 100
years, postcolonial theory has nothing
to tell us about ourselves (myth) 281,
289–93
postcolonial identities 283, 291
theory of 284, 290
truth and 281, 96–297
Postman, Neil 115–16
postmodern jurisprudence 271–2
postmodern sociologies 8–26, 27–50,
51–72
postmodernism
on education 253
on Marxism 253
popular culture and 184–5, 192
on realism 251
as a response to modernism 4
social class and 11
youth understood through 187
power
exercise of 91–2, 126–7, 253
of expertise 85–6
individualisation 126–7
law and relations of 271
liberalism and State 84–7
new model of rule 82–3
othering and relationships of 53
social class and competition for 11
sovereign power 77, 82, 84, 92
practical imperative 265, 268
practices of the self 122
pragmatism/pragmatic theory 251–2,
287–8
pre-adulthood, governance and
categories of 111–28
see also childhood; youth(s)
prediction/predictability
of future conduct 131, 138–9, 140–1
in news media 168
prejudice 54
prima facie
definition 268
duties 268

printing press 115, 198, 202–3
privacy 135, 141
private schools 49, 65
privilege, white race 69, 291
probabilistic prediction 138–9, 140–1
Program of International Student
Assessment (PISA) 217, 226
progressivism, in education 251, 252
protectionist approach (to media) 161
psychologisation 95
psychology
categories of difference in 96–7, 101–3,
106–8, 313–14
developmental psychology 103
in education 94–110
governance of subjectivity and
94–110
history 100–1
human mind, understanding 95–6
mental illness and rise of 98
misconduct and risk managed by
104–5
philosophy/sociology and 109–10
psychology simply discovers new
behaviour disorders; it plays no
role in creating them (myth) 94,
105–8
the sole purpose of psychology is to
understand the nature of the human
mind (myth) 94, 97–101
psychometrics 100–1, 103–103
public schools 65
Pyne, Christopher 177

Q
qualitative analysis 13
quantitative analysis 13
Queensland Comparable Assessment Tasks
(QCATs) 63
queue jumping 173

R
race 51–72
debunking 59–60
definitions/usages 55
educational outcomes are unaffected by
race or ethnicity (myth) 51, 64–5
history 52, 57–9
humanity is naturally divided into races
(myth) 51, 57–60
identity and 52
as logical failure 59
as political failure 60
politics of 59
science of 60, 284
as scientific failure 60
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race (cont.)
sensitivity around 52
terms related to 53–6
we no longer discriminate on the basis
of race or ethnicity (myth) 51, 60–3
white race privilege 69, 291
racial minorities 62–3
racism 56, 174
radical relativism 287
reading 115, 163–4
see also literacy
realism 250–1, 271, 285–7
reasoning
circularity in (virtue ethics) 264
critical reasoning 206
inductive reasoning 286–7
shallow and superficial 146
utilitarian reasoning 264–5
records 90
reduction ad absurdum 191
reductionist approach 21
Refugee Convention (1951) 169
refugees 65, 169, 170–2
regimes of truth 282
regulation 84–7, 104
see also governance
religious schools 302
repressive state apparatus 19
Republic, The (Plato) 181
resistance 124–7, 184
resources, access to 39, 198–9, 206–9
restricted codes 24
retention (school) 226–7
rich/poor gap 15–16
risk
the ‘at-risk’ youth 104–5, 121, 303
management of 279
misconduct and 104–5
negligence and foreseeable 278
Romanticism 123, 251
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques 123, 251
rule utilitarianism 265
ruling class, high culture and 183

S
Said, Edward 291
scapegoating 54–5
sceptical position (globalisation) 220
Schmidt, Eric 136
school(s)
‘at-risk’ youth in, management 104–5,
121
big data in 312–13
boys as ‘victims’ in 41–4
bullying in 45–6
colonialism’s heritage in 294–5
community integration with 315
comparison between 148, 312
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cultural competency in 314–15
difference in, management of 96–7,
313–14
differentiation in 89–90
discipline in 38, 87–90
‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ failure 45–6
dress codes 38–9
ethnic segregation by type 65
ethos 36
funding 310–11
gender differences and inequalities in
34–41
global qualifications offered by 227
as governance organ 86, 88–91, 113,
119–20
as heteronormative environments 48–9
inclusive schools 68, 96–7, 316–17
individuation in 89
materials 39–40
as modern institution 81
normalisation in 90
philosophy in 242, 316
popular culture and 180
private, ‘flight’ to 65
private, heteronormativity in 49
psychometrics in 100–3
racism in 174
resources, access to 39, 198–9,
206–9
responsibilities of 278–80
retention, job market and 226–7
schools are passive spectators to existing
gender differences and inequalities
(myth) 27, 34–41
schools are primarily about education,
not regulation (myth) 77, 84–7
sexuality is simply best ignored at school
(myth) 28, 44–9
single-sex schools 35–6
as social calculation site 83
social class and type of 16
social regulation in 86
social reproduction and 178, 252,
311–12
society as reflection of 79, 91
structure of 79, 81, 88–91, 294–5
the structure of school isn’t really that
important to the education process
(myth) 77, 87–91
subject enrolment (by sex) 36–7
subject preferences (by sex) 37–8
surveillance in 88–9
time management in 90, 295
types of 302
‘virtual schools/classrooms’ 198–9
schooling
boys are the latest victims of the
schooling system (myth) 27–8, 41–4
cultures of 23
ethical possibilities of 193

as a gender regime 35–41
if you do choose to stay within the
current schooling system, there
are no realistic ways to change
it significantly for the better
(myth) 299, 309–17
language of 317
mass schooling and civilised society
(sub-myth) 79–80
purpose of 80–1, 86
‘schooling’ meaning 78–9
schooling success is only about
individual ability 9, 17–22
variations on normal 302
science
climate science 230–1
empirical science 248
philosophy foundation 245
of race 60, 284
rise of 58
truth and 106, 286–7
scientific knowledge 106
scientific method 286
selective exclusion 292
self-actualisation 96
self-evidence 286
self-governance 81, 88–9, 122
self-identity 96
sex 27, 29, 32–4
sexual diversity 48
sexual knowledge 116, 124
sexual morality 124
sexuality
of adolescents 117
as a historical and cultural category
47–8
as a natural category 46
sexual diversity 48
sexuality is best ignored at school
(myth) 28, 44–9
as a social category 46–7
simplicity (news value) 165
simulacrum 185
single-sex schools 35–6
Skinhead subculture 125
slavery 57–8
Smith, Adam 84
Snowden, Edward 135
social analysis, demythologising approach
in 1–2
social bias 62–3
social calculation 83
social capital 25
social class 9–26
Australia is a society characterised by
equality (myth) 9, 14–17
classificatory systems of 12
conceptual aspects 11
critical theory on 18–22
educational models related to 104
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educational success and 17–22, 42–3,
64, 252–3
high/popular culture defined by 183
IQ correlation with 60
issues of culture in 22–5
researching 13
schooling success is only about
individual ability (myth) 9, 17–22
sensitivity around, reasons for 10–11
social and cultural effect of 12
social class is all about money (myth)
9, 22–5
subcultures related to 125
social construction 111
social control 22
see also hegemony
social equity 146, 253
social imaginary, globalisation as 222
social institutions 87–90, 160–1
social mobility 86
social reproduction 20, 178, 252,
311–12
social structure, education change and
310–12
society
disciplinary societies 77, 88–9, 107–8,
113
educational philosophies and 246
functionalist model 11
hyper-reality characterising 185
mass schooling and civilised 79–80
as reflection of school 79, 91
school structure and governance of
79
society has always been simply a
collection of individuals (myth) 77,
81–4
sociobiology, gender and 32–4
socioeconomic status 11
sociology
culture defined by 178
modern sociologies 4, 8–26, 27–50,
51–72
postmodern sociologies 8–26, 27–50,
51–72
psychology and 109–10
Socrates 257, 285
Socratic method 242
Sophists 285
sovereign power 77, 82, 84, 92
special interest institutions 302
special needs students 96–7
special schools 302
spoken word, diminishing 202
sport, big data and 133–4
St Anthony’s Primary School v Hadba
278
standard of care, breach 278
standardisation, international (education)
226
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standardised testing
cheating in 146
definition 129
education change and 312–13
emergence of 102
globalisation and 217–18
importance of 132
problems 133, 140, 312–13
student learning and 146
see also National Assessment
Program – Literacy and Numeracy
State, the 81, 84–7, 91–2
statistics
definition 131
normal curves 89, 102–3
social governance use of 82–3,
102–3, 131
in sport 133–4
Steiner/Waldorf schools 300, 305–6
stereotyping
by colonial powers 291
definition 54
gender 33
of homeschooled children 307
of Indigenous Australians 67
Stern, William 102
‘storm and stress’ 117
strategic exclusions (testing) 147
structural analysis 13
students
cultures of, teacher familiarity with
185–9
differentiation of 89–90
as digital natives 196–7
foreign 225
individuation of 89
NAPLAN and learning of 146
normalisation of 90
as numbers (big data use) 142,
313
pathologisation of 106–8, 280
racism’s impact on 174
special needs students 96–7
surveillance of 88
time management of 90, 295
wellbeing of 146–7
style as discourse 124
subaltern studies 291–2
subculture(s)
Goths 188–9
governance and 126–7
theory of 124–5
subjectivity, governance of 94–110
see also psychology
subjects, school 36–8, 315–16
success, educational see educational
outcomes
Sudbury schools 306, 316
suffrage movement 32
suffragettes 32

Summerhill 306, 316
surveillance
big data associated with 132
mass surveillance 135
in modern institutions (panopticon)
88–9
risk management and 279
sustainability 217–18, 232
symbolic capital 25
symbolic role, news media’s 169

T
teachers
big data’s impact on 313
as digital immigrants 196–7
employment for 40
ethics understanding by 263–8
the ‘good teacher’ 145–6
male, declining numbers 29
mandatory reporting by 276–7
negligence of 277–8
personal philosophy of education for
255–8
psychological responsibilities of 96–7
responsibility levels 278–80
surveillance of 88
‘the teacher’ meaning 79
teachers don’t need a ‘personal
philosophy of education’ (myth)
239–40, 255–8
teachers need to be up to date with
student cultures (myth) 176, 185–9
technology and role of 199, 210–13
time with, gendered disparity 38
wellbeing of 146–7
teaching
classroom technologies 204, 211
ethics and 258, 261–2, 263
of Indigenous Australians, strategies
70–1
literature 190–1
online 137–9
personal philosophy of education in
243, 246–7, 255–8
philosophy, reasons for 247–8
postcolonial considerations 295–7
pre-adulthood and practices of 127
of reading 163–4
‘teaching’ meaning 79
technology and end of 199
technology-based 205–6
technology signals the end of teaching
(myth) 195, 209–13
to the test 145–6, 313
technology/ies
classroom technology 204
definitions 200–1, 210–11
digital divide 39, 198–9, 206–9
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technology/ies (cont.)
digital technology 39, 205–9
in education 194–213
humanity as formed by 198, 200–4
information and communications
technologies see information and
communications technologies
microprocessors 203
teacher’s role related to 199
teaching and learning impacts
205–6
‘technologies’ aren’t that important; they
don’t affect the fundamentals of what
it is to be human (myth) 194,
200–4
technology signals the end of teaching
(myth) 195, 209–13
transformative 201–3
technophobia 196
Teddy Boy subculture 125
Terman, Lewis 102
terra nullius 292
terrorism, ‘illegal immigrant’ panic and
173
testing
as colonial legacy 295
culture 142, 145–6
differentiation through 89
high-stakes testing 145
psychometric 100–1, 103
social bias in 62–3
standardised see standardised testing
success in, by sex 42–3
texts, classroom 39–40, 197–8
textual analysis 192
Theory of Evolution (Darwin) 58
three Rs 145, 250
time, subdivision of (mass school)
90, 295
Today Tonight (Channel Seven) 171
tokenism 39
tool use (by humans) 201
torts law 269
transformationalist position
(globalisation) 220–1
transformative technologies
201–3
transnationalism 218
Treaty of Westphalia (1648) 220
Trump, Donald 136
truth
ambiguity of 162
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anti-realism and 285, 287–8
approaches to 285–9
curriculum and 283–4, 296
definitions 282–3
deflationary theorists’ view 282–3
idealism and 249–50
‘the other’, misrepresenting 291
postcolonialism and 281, 296–7
rational acceptability and 288
realism and 250–1, 285–7
regimes of 282
science and 106, 286–7
‘truth’ is the most straightforward thing
there is (myth) 281, 284–9

U
understanding 212
Underwood, Peter (Chief Justice) 278
uniforms 295
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
169
university industry 224–5
unschooling 300, 308–9
utilitarianism 264–5, 267

V
value(s) 165–6, 190–1
victim-blaming 54–5
victim status/victimhood 41–4
virtual, definition 198
‘virtual schools/classrooms’ 198–9
virtue ethics 264, 267
vocational education 250
volatility (moral panic theory) 172

W
wealthy, the 104
welfarism 86–7
wellbeing, student/staff 146–7
Westphalian system 220
white race privilege 69, 291
‘whiteness’, as categorisation 59
whole-language teaching 163
wisdom 212
‘wisdom hierarchy’ 212
women
in education 30–1

equality of 30–1
female adolescent sexuality 117
roles 35
sociobiological explanations 32–4
victimhood rhetoric 43–4
working class 104, 125

X
xenophobia 220

Y
youth(s)
adolescence as precursor 117–18
‘at-risk’ 104–5, 121, 303
the categories of childhood and youth
have nothing to do with governance
(myth) 111, 118–22
characteristics of 113
childhood and youth are facts of nature
(myth) 111, 114–18
childhood is characterised by its
innocence, youth by its natural
resistance to authority (myth) 111,
123–7
definitions 112–13
emergence of category 117, 186
as fuzzy category 118
gendering of 122
generational consciousness of 124, 186
governance and 113, 119, 121–2, 126–7
racism and 174
as resistance 124–7
self-governance of 122
subcultures 124–5, 126–7, 188–9
youth culture 179
adult culture vs 188
emergence of 186–7
Goths 188–9
inclusivity and 188
knowledge of, as binary 187
monolithic understanding of 187
popular culture and 184, 188
subcultures 124–5, 126–7
teacher familiarity with 185–9

Z
zero-sum game 11
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